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.	 1. FOSS, an artillery man and onetime active officer
of the Czarist army, fought in the Volunteer Army first

•under Gen, DENIKIN and later under Gen. WRANGEL. In 1920,
he was evacuated to Bulgaria with the rest of the Volunteer
Army.

. 2. In Sofia, FOSS (an ardent Russian Nationalist, anti-
Communist and bitter enemy of the Soviet regime) began his
intelligence work against the Soviets with the support of
the Abwehr sec. of the Bulgarian General .Staff. fie also
organized an anti-Soviet net-work in the Soviet Union itself.
During this time he received information from Gen. TURKUL in
Berlin who worked together with the Japanese General Staff,

3. Shortly before the outbreak of war, the German General
Staff turned to FOSS with the request that they also receive
information. FOSS agreed, however with the stipulation that
his relations with Gen. TURKUL be maintained. Although the
German General Staff protested energetically against this,
FOSS held firmly to this stipulation.

. 4. In September, 1939, after Germany had begun the second
World War and had signed a treaty with Soviet Russia, E066
broke off with Berlin and offered his serViees to the French
General Staff. The French showed great interest, but on the
condition that they receive the names of all those in. the
Soviet Union.who belonged to his organization.

5.. FOSS refused to agree to this and, afterwards when
Germany declared war on the Soviet Union, he imraediately
entered the service of one of the German staffs on the
.Eastern Front.

6. After the capitulation of the Germans, he went to
Bavaria where he worked as a forestry foreman. FOSS.is
presently in Munich where he is working for A Russian
businessman named MOISEJENKO (or MOISEJEW, who, according
to our Munich Representative, is a swindler).

7. 307/2 is of the opinion that Subject would be in
a good position either to furnish or to recruit agents for
penetration of Russian-occupied territory or Russia,

SOURCE - 308 -date of info -28 May 46

Capt. FOSS lived in Roumania before the war; was a double
D/A (when the Germans Caine to Roumania he turned in four liritish
agents, KARINSKIJ, Vladimir; PLATNITSKIJ; and OSOHNJUK, and
a fourth whose name Source does hot know), All four were hanged
in Belgrade. FOSS was sent to the town of Nikolaijev, Russia,

• by the German 1.5. FOSS is now located in a ()amp in Munich
called "the firm MUISJEJEW" and is known as ALhAAN1Oh and is
connected with TURKU.


